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SUPPORTING UGANDA WILDLIFE RANGERS TO COMBAT POACHING 

Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA) is mandated by the laws of Uganda to protect wildlife from all 
poachers. The protection of the wildlife in the national parks falls under the Directorate of 
Conservation under the direct supervision of the Chief Conservation Area Manager (CCAM).  

The protection of the wildlife is a process, which involves law enforcement against illegal activities. 
Rangers use regular (short or extended) field patrols, aerial surveillance and intelligence gathering to 
control poaching and other illegal activities. The conservation area manager (CAM), through the 
Warden in charge of law enforcement, deploys rangers on patrols in parks and safari areas (read 
concessions). According to the World Commission on Protected Areas, an International Union for 
the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), program that guides protected area management, the effective 
and ideal ranger deployment strategy should be 1 Ranger to every 6 square kilometres.  

Short patrols are usually done in PAs. These are carried out on daily or weekly basis depending on 
the area plans. Extended patrols go for up to 10 days but the average is 5 days for any one extended 
patrol. The rangers, when going on extended patrols, obtain the necessary equipment and 
consumables from their stations. The deployment of law enforcement rangers in the different 
Conservation Areas is not based on established total area of the Protected Area (PA) but on 
identified threats from gathered intelligence information.  

It should be noted that UWA heavily depends on tourism revenues to finance their operations. With 
covid19 that has heavily impacted on tourism as international borders are closed, UWA’s finances 
are stretched and has had to cut down their operations, limiting the number and lengths of patrols. 
This has opened gaps for poachers to exploit and poaching activities are on increase. On June 12th 
2020, Rafiki, a famous mountain gorilla silverback of the Nkuringo Group in Southern sector of 
Bwindi Impenetrable National Park was speared to death as he tried to protect his family from a 
poacher (intruder) who was shutting a bush pig for bush meat!  This is one sad cases as more 
wildlife including elephants, antelopes are being killed.  

Care for Rangers (www.rangercare.org), a Ugandan registered Not-for-Profit Organization that has a 
memorandum of understating with UWA supports the welfare of rangers. Care for Rangers is raising 
funds to support UWA to keep more rangers on patrol to avert the killing of Africa’s iconic species. 
Our immediate need is to provide food ratios and daily allowances for rangers to keep on patrols. 
We attained a list of what is included the ranger’s food ratio for their patrols. UWA has over 2100 
rangers who work in 10 national parks and 14 game reserves across the country and according to 
UWA financials, they spend over Uganda shillings. 2 Billion (over USD 500,00) on food rations for 
rangers every year. On average, $20 covers one ranger’s salary and rations for a day. 
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FOOD RATION PER NATIONAL PARK 

NO  
Protected 
Area 

POSHO 
(Kgs) per 
ranger 
per day  

BEANS 
(Kgs) Per 
ranger 
per day  

DRY 
RATION 
(BISCUITS, in 
packets) Per 
ranger per day  

COOKING 
OIL (litres)  

SUGAR 
(Kgs) Per 
ranger per 
month  

SALT 
Kg Per 
ranger 
per 
month  

Any other  

1  
Murchison 
Fall CA  

1  0.5  
 

-0.5 (for two 
rangers) per 
month.  

0.25  
0.5 (for 
two 
rangers)  

 

2  
Kidepo 
Valley CA  

0.7  0.25  1  Unspecified  
  

 - 
 Silve
r r  

fish  

 - 
 Meat  

on 
publi 
c 
holid 
ays  

3  
Bwindi 
Mgahinda 
CA  

0.36  0.18  -  Unspecified  -  -  -  

4  
Lake 
Mburo CA  

1  0.5  -  If available  
If availabl 
e    

5  
Mt. Elgon 
CA  

0.33  0.17  -  
1.5 (for 7 
rangers for a 
month)  

 

0.5 (for 7 
rangers 
for a 
month)  
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June 12, 2020  

For Immediate Release  

 

UGANDAN MOUNTAIN GORILLA KILLED BY A POACHER  

 

We regret to share with you sad news of the killing of Rafiki, the silverback (dominant male) of 

Nkuringo Mountain Gorilla family by poachers.  

 

Rafiki (a Kiswahili name that means a friend) was speared by a poacher (Flex Byamukama) who 

intruded the group’s territory while he was illegally hunting in Bwindi Impenetrable Forest. Flex 

has been arrested by the Uganda Wildlife Authority personnel and found in possession of bush 

pig meat and several hunting devices and confessed to killing the gorilla in self-defense.  

 

Rafiki who was 25 years has been leading 17 mountain gorillas Nkuringo group, the first family 

to be habituated to humans in the southern sector of Bwindi. Rafiki was the only silverback in 

the group and his death leaves the group unstable with a risk of disintegration. It is a devastating 

loss for us as a company, our clients and guides have visited this family for several years.  

 

The killing of Rafiki confirms the increased threat of poachers to wildlife that is on increase 

across sub-Saharan Africa due to the effects of coronavirus as there are no more tourists with 

travel restrictions across the world. With no visitors, protected areas are running on tight budgets 

that is limiting the number of patrols.  Reduced human presence has created a vacuum for 

poachers to terrorize African key species including elephants!  

 

Africa Wild Explorations through our Care for Rangers, a Not-for-Profit Organization has started 

mobilizing resources to support rangers to keep on long patrols. We invite you to join our efforts, 

https://www.rangercare.org/donate/  

 

Together we can save African wildlife from increased poaching.  

Abiaz Rwamwiri 

Founding Director  
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